Rotation vector analysis of eye movement in three dimensions with an infrared CCD camera.
We have developed a new technique for analyzing the rotation vector of eye movement in three dimensions with an infrared CCD camera based on the following four assumptions; i) the eye rotates on a point; ii) the pupil edge is a circle; iii) the distance from the center of eye rotation to pupil circle remains unchanged despite the rotation; iv) the image of the eye by the CCD camera is projected onto a plane which is perpendicular to the camera axis. After taking digital images of voluntary circular eye movements, we first constructed a three-dimensional frame of reference fixed on the orbita of the subject wearing a goggle equipped with an infrared CCD camera, and determined the space coordinates of the center of eye rotation, the center of the pupil, and an iris freckle. We then took digital images of the eye movements during a saccade or vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) and analyzed the axis and angle of the eye movements by the trajectories of the center of the pupil and the iris freckle. Finally, Listing's plane of saccade and the gain and the phase of VOR were obtained. The suitability of this technique is examined.